b decay, which is predicted to be the dominant decay of the SM Higgs boson, is reduced. The production cross sections of other channels are correspondingly enhanced, except possibly . We relate the cross-section enhancements/suppressions in =b "
b= channels compared with those of the SM Higgs boson. We also consider the consequences for natural supersymmetry (SUSY) [3] . Our focus is on a heavy pseudoscalar A and large tan hH has not yet been constrained by LHC experiments [4] . Light stau [5, 6] and light stop quark [7] scenarios that have been considered are outside of our purview.
Ratios of the SUSY Higgs couplings to those of the SM Higgs.-The SUSY Higgs mechanism is based on the two Higgs doublet model of type II [8] [9] [10] with the H u doublet coupled to up-type quarks and the H d doublet coupled to down-type quarks. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the physical Higgs states are two CP-even neutral Higgs h, H, one CP-odd neutral pseudoscalar A and the charged Higgs H AE .
We focus on the CP-even neutral Higgs boson h and H, which are related to the flavor eigenstates 
where we include the 1-loop contribution Á b to the b " b coupling. Á b is the b-quark mass correction factor [11, 12] , which may be sizable, especially if both and tan are large.
Iðx; y; zÞ ¼ À xy lnx=y þ yz lny=z þ zx lnz=x ðx À yÞðy À zÞðz À xÞ ;
Iðx; x; xÞ ¼ 1 2x :
The first (second) term of Á b is due to the sbottom-gluino (stop quark-chargino) loop. We nominally take M susy ¼ 1 TeV and express sparticle massesm in units of M susy . The top Yukawa coupling is h t ¼ " m t =v u ¼ " m t =ðvs Þ and
GeV is the running top quark mass [13] . We consider m Q ¼ m U ¼ m D ¼ M susy for the squark masses in the third generation.
The off-diagonal element of the stop quark squared mass matrix is " m t X t where the stop quark mixing parameter X t is given by X t ¼ A t À =t . The quantities A t , and X t are also defined in units of M susy as a t A t =M susy , " =M susy , and x t X t =M susy ¼ a t À " =t . Our sign convention for and A t is the same as [14] , opposite to the sign convention of Ref. [15] . We fixmg ¼ 2, well above the current LHC reach,mb [16] . Then Á b is well approximated numerically by
where the first and the second terms in the square bracket are the values of the gluino and the chargino contributions, respectively. The chargino and neutralino masses have no special role except possibly in b ! s decay, but consistency with natural SUSY has been found there [17] . Large m A implies a large charged Higgs H þ mass and this suppresses the H þ loop contribution to b ! s.
The gg, coupling ratios r gg; for ¼ h, H, A relative to those of h SM are [18] 
where I WW;tt;bb represent the triangle-loop contributions to the amplitudes normalized to the m h ! 0 limit [19] [20] [21] .
The XX ! h ! PP cross section ratios [18] relative to h SM are obtained from
where R h is the ratio of the h total width to that of h SM , À Here we have assumed no appreciable h decays to dark matter.
Sum rule of cross-section ratios.-In the large m A region close to the decoupling limit, takes a value
with jj < 2 À . Then, the r h XX of Eq. (2) are well approximated by
through first order in . The r h tt;cc are close to unity because those deviations from SM are t suppressed. Thus,
since the bottom triangle loop function I h bb is negligible in Eq. (6) . Only r h bb , r h can deviate sizably from unity for large m A and large tan. Following Eqs. (7) and (8), the P PP = SM of the other channels are commonly reduced (enhanced) in correspondence with r h bb > 1 (r h bb < 1). We predict the cross sections relative to their individual SM expectations
and
where the SM b " b branching fraction [23] is approximated as 60%. Equation (12) holds independently of the production process. Enhanced implies reduced b , as well as enhanced W and Z .
Flavor-tuning of mixing angle .-Note that r h bb; ¼ 1 in the exact decoupling limit m A ! 1 for which ¼ 0. Flavor-tuning of to be small but nonzero is necessary to obtain a significant variation of r h bb from unity. Positive (negative) gives bb reduction (enhancement).
The mixing angle is obtained by diagonalizing the squared-mass matrix of the neutral Higgs in the u, d basis. Their elements at tree level are
for ij ¼ 11; 22; 12, respectively, which gives < 0 in all regions of m A . Thus, in order to get b " b reduction, it is necessary to cancel ðM are given [14, 24] by
where
2 ' 1 where is defined by
. The formulas of Refs. [14, 24] 
where the Higgs wave function renormalization factor is retained in the denominator of F 3 . In the usual expansion of the F 3 denominator G15 (17) significantly increases m h at large M susy as shown in Fig. 1 . Equation (17) gives increasing m h as M susy increases up to $7 TeV, while the usual formula with the expansion approximation of F 3 gives decreasing m h when M susy > 1:3 TeV and it is not applicable at large M susy .
The experimental m h determinations from the LHC experiments are [1, 2] m h ¼ 125:3 AE 0:4 AE 0:4; 126:0 AE 0:4 AE 0:4 GeV: (18) It seems unlikely that the central m h determination will change much with larger statistics because of the excellent mass resolution in the channel. The experimental m h value is near the maximum possible value of m h in Eq. (17) and this constrains the value of x t to jx t j ' ffiffiffi 6 p , to maximize the term x 12 . This is known as ''maximal-mixing'' in the stop quark mass matrix [16] . In Eq. (17) we require m h ! 124 GeV. This implies 1:95ð x tmin Þ < jx t j < 2:86ð x tmax Þ;
where we should note that the positive x t branch is favored by the SUSY renormalization group prediction [16] . By using Eq. (15) the Higgs mixing angle is determined from
Defining zð M 2 Z =m 2 A Þ, ð ÁM 2 12 =m 2 A Þ, and ð 
We note that r h bb is related to through Eq. (10) . With the x t constraint in Eq. (19), we can derive the allowed Their allowed values are between the solid red curve (corresponding to jx t j ¼ x tmax ) and the dashed blue curve (corresponding to jx t j ¼ x tmin ). Left (right) panels show negative (positive) x t region. Deviations from unity are enlarged for a large negative "
, but there the perturbative calculation is unreliable due to a large quantum correction.
region of r h bb for each " value. Correspondingly, the allowed regions of ð¼ = SM ¼ Þ are given respectively by the two curves in Fig. 2 where we take tan ¼ 50.
The condition r h bb ¼ 1, or equivalently ¼ 0, t 2 ¼ t 2 , defines the boundary that separates enhancement and suppression in the parameter space:
This condition is independent of m A and the quantum correction Á b . and tan. This possibility was raised in Ref. [25] .
The region of enhancement does not overlap with the region j " j < 0:5 of natural SUSY for any value of tan from 20 to 60. For tan ¼ 20, j " j * 2 is necessary for enhancement.
We give a benchmark point of the FT model in the MSSM (FT1) and two benchmark points of natural SUSY (NFT1, NFT2). Natural SUSY predictions.-Natural SUSY always predicts b " b enhancement and reduction [27] . 
